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This essay examines the relationship between the Du Pont chemical
company’s post-World War II employee and public relations program and the
experiences of workers at the company’s Toledo, Ohio plant. During the postwar period, Du Pont corporate managers blurred their public and industrial
relations in an employee communications program that mounted a concerted
effort to sell the company’s blue-collar employees a vision of America as a
consumer’s democracy—a nation in which individuals united as a collective
of consumer citizens in commitment to achieving national economic progress. Du Pont communications argued the American worker played a critical
role in building the consumer’s democracy as both assistant producer and
primary consumer of American material abundance. In exchange for high
wages, generous benefits, job stability, and access to consumer pleasures,
the worker needed only to pledge loyalty to the company and to a political
economy that placed power in the hands of the entity capable of most efficiently producing America’s material abundance--corporate capital.
The idea of the working-class consumer citizen constituted a direct
response to the cultural and political power of the prewar American labor
movement, as business leaders drew upon and reoriented understandings
of working-class solidarity and commitment to social progress, to link bluecollar working men to their families, their jobs, and the nation. In the1960s
Du Pont abandoned the rhetorical campaign to promote consumer’s democracy in its plants—and the related material commitment to employment
stability and industry leadership in wage and benefit compensation. Workers in Toledo recognized that this shift threatened both their status in the
company’s strategic vision and their material well-being, and reacted angrily and with a spirit of increased labor militancy. Yet the company’s postwar
campaign to chip away at labor citizenship had reaped rewards both in the
Toledo plant and among workers throughout the Du Pont system. Workers
lacked and were unable to establish an institutional base from which they
could combat the changes in business strategy they so deeply opposed.1
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The case of Du Pont Toledo highlights the link between national
and international economic, social, and political forces and the local concerns and individual stories of American workers during the postwar period.
Thus, the nationwide public and labor relations campaign emanating from
Du Pont’s corporate headquarters in Wilmington, Delaware provides more
than a backdrop or context in which to analyze the case study of Toledo’s
workers. The company’s postwar employee relations program specifically
and deliberately sought to “nationalize” its workforce to take them out of
local working-class communities. In a town such as Toledo, with a powerful and militant postwar union presence carrying on traditions of community unionism, the company battled for the allegiance of its workers by
demonstrating their connections to an even larger national community of
worker consumer citizens and to the national project of economic progress.
Indeed, wide-ranging developments in the world economy, American political culture, and business strategy established a framework within which
individual workers in Toledo thought and acted during the postwar period.
While Du Pont Toledo workers were not powerless to act, their actions were
frequently circumscribed and influenced by developments beyond the plant
walls and Toledo’s city limits.
Du Pont and Toledo in the 1930s
Du Pont established its Toledo plant in 1934. The company designed the plant to produce automotive paint—specifically the company’s
new and increasingly popular Duco brand—to distribute to automobile
manufacturers in the Great Lakes region. The plant relied largely on several hundred semi-skilled and unskilled workers to produce the product
through continuous process manufacturing. Initially, as in the vast majority
of Du Pont production facilities, workers at the Toledo plant did not affiliate
with any union.2
Events occurring elsewhere in Toledo in 1934 made a profound impact not only on the way Du Pont management administered its local plant,
but also on the status and consciousness of workers around the nation. In
April 1934, after a year of organizing workers in Toledo auto parts plants
and several unsuccessful attempts to gain union recognition from local employers, leaders of American Federation of Labor (AFL) Local 18384 called
a strike against several of the city’s auto parts manufacturers. The strike
drew organizational support and militant participants from the communistbacked American Workers Party (AWP)--an organization of unemployed
workers. By the middle of May, strikers focused their ire on Toledo’s Auto-
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Lite plant. Outside the plant gates, pickets affiliated with both the AFL and
the AWP faced off with Auto-Lite’s private security force protecting the replacement workers inside. On May 23 company police took the offensive
with the pickets and a crowd of approximately 10,000 sympathizers who
had gathered outside the plant. The resulting two-day “Battle of Toledo”
saw citizens armed with bricks, rocks, and coal picked from a nearby rubble pile battling company police and the Ohio National Guard. Ultimately,
the company agreed to mediation of the strike and reached a collective
bargaining agreement with the AFL local.
The union victory at Toledo marked a turning point in the history
of the local and national labor movement. The Battle of Toledo provided
organizational lessons, leadership, and inspiration for the burgeoning industrial union movement sweeping through the Midwest’s auto industry.
The Auto-Lite strike constituted one of the first victories in a Depressionera industrial union movement that not only affected Toledo and the auto
industry, but altered the national political and cultural landscape. It marked
a pronounced step toward what Michael Denning has termed the “laboring
of American culture” in the 1930s. Ultimately, the strike represented more
than a successful battle to win collective bargaining rights. As evidenced
by the thousands of unaffiliated strike supporters gathered outside the
plant, the Auto-Lite strike helped to forge a new sense of labor citizenship
centered on industrial unions that would command the loyalty of Toledo’s
workers, the loyalty of workers around the nation, and the ear of an increasingly sympathetic federal government.3
Du Pont commenced operations in its Toledo plant amid this flurry
of union organizing and working-class militancy. Riding the crest of labor
militancy rolling out of the Auto-Lite strike, a fledgling AFL chemical workers union immediately attempted to organize Du Pont Toledo in 1934. In
response Du Pont embarked on a campaign to keep international unions
out of its new plant. Du Pont management urged Toledo employees to affiliate with a Works Council administered by the company’s Employee Representation Plan—a company union program established in 1919—in lieu
of affiliating with an international union. Local plant management in Toledo
received a guide for dealing with union drives prepared by executives in the
Wilmington Service Department. The guide advised supervisory personnel not to be “coercive” in their dealings with employees, but to express
opinions, advise workers in a “friendly way,” and circulate “information on
the true facts.” The Service Department guide also supplied local management with the “true facts” in case they did not already know them, urging
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supervisors to stress the independence of the Works Councils from outside
influences, that they required members to pay no dues, that they allowed
workers to exercise freedom of choice in deciding whether or not to join,
and most importantly that they worked cooperatively with management to
avoid costly work stoppages. 4
Du Pont’s Toledo employees eventually voted to form a Works
Council called the Du Pont Employee Association in 1937. In 1940 Du Pont
complied with an NLRB recommendation that it eliminate management’s
role in choosing the membership for the Works Councils, and the existing
agencies became independent local unions. As a result, in late 1941 the
Toledo plant superintendent recognized the Toledo Du Pont Employee Association as an independent, non-affiliated local union.5
The Postwar Consumer’s Democracy at Du Pont
In the postwar period Du Pont corporate management continued its
campaign for the allegiance of its workforce by building upon the industrial
relations system established in the prewar period. Ideally, according to
George Mitchell of the company’s Industrial Relations Division, individual managers would maintain “direct, informal, and friendly contact” with
individual employees, and if plants operated properly, employees would
simply “not feel the need for representation.”6 Recognizing the impossibility of achieving the ideal of one-to-one communication in a company as
large and diverse as Du Pont, and that individualized employee relations
ultimately limited the Wilmington office’s ability to control industrial relations policy, management settled for a compromise solution of offering a
single, cohesive company message, while limiting the ability of its workers to respond collectively. The company continued to promote independent local unions at the expense of internationals; however, rather than
merely staging a reactive campaign to keep international unions out of its
plants, the company fought an aggressive battle that sought to alter workers’ conceptions of their communities, the American nation, and their role
within the two. Thus, rather than providing barriers to union organization
for working-class labor citizens, the company sought to change its employees’ conceptions of citizenship. Ultimately, the company attempted
to demonstrate to workers that they lived as part of a national collective of
working consumer citizens who benefited from and served the expansion
of large-scale corporate capitalism. By giving up efforts to institute shopfloor industrial democracy, and more importantly by abandoning efforts at
instituting a national social democracy, workers would ensure themselves
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a place in a consumer’s democracy. To mount this campaign the company
embarked on the novel approach of introducing public relations methods,
and employing the expertise of its own Public Relations Department, to
speak to its employees.
The man who deserves the most credit for bringing the concept of
consumer’s democracy to its full fruition in the postwar period was Harold Brayman. As director of the Public Relations Department from 1944
to 1965 Brayman developed and practiced what he called the “precinct
system” of public relations to communicate the idea of the consumer’s democracy to Du Pont employees. He argued that every business directly
influenced a public opinion “precinct” composed of its own employees, suppliers, plant communities, stockholders, and customers. If each individual
business canvassed its precinct and won its members over to a positive
view of the company and the business system in general, then American
business would ultimately win the favor of the American public. Brayman
believed blue-collar employees to be the most important precinct sector of
any industrial enterprise, because they had the most direct contact with the
company, because they spoke to the largest secondary audience about the
business, and because they often had the most negatively skewed perceptions of the business world. Brayman argued that the most effective way to
convince the employee of the overall positive effect of big business was to
appeal to his or her self interest or “to show him where he benefits and not
speak in broad generalities about free enterprise.”7 He believed a positive
view of business “would be greatly to the individual interest of the employees themselves” because “it would assure the continuance of freedom of
the American people and the steady increase of the American standard
of living which sets us apart from the rest of the world.”8 Thus, Du Pont’s
postwar public relations policy hinged on the company’s employees, who
needed to accept the idea of a superior and uniquely American standard
of living and to link their own living standards to the welfare of Du Pont and
corporate capitalism in general.
In 1945 the company introduced an employee magazine called Better Living, which served as the centerpiece of the company’s overlapping
public and employee relations campaign from its introduction through the
mid-1960s. Aping the photojournalism format pioneered by Life magazine,
Better Living consisted largely of photo essays depicting Du Pont employees at work, and most frequently, at leisure. The PR department aimed
the publication at the company’s blue-collar workforce and frequently used
production operators, warehouse workers, and maintenance personnel in
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its pictorials. While the editors concentrated on workers as both objects
of study and target audience, they made no effort to convey the subjectivities of individual workers or workers as a group. Rather, the magazine
circulated a tightly-controlled, singular message reflecting the vision of the
company’s PR Department. The editorial staff at Better Living repeatedly
demonstrated to their readers that the postwar consumer’s democracy
boiled down to one fundamental truth—postwar American workers lived
better, much better. They lived better than both their American workingclass forebears and better than contemporary workers around the world.
Over and over, the magazine developed illustrations, charts, and photo essays that explicitly and favorably compared the reader’s material life with
the lives of workers from other eras and nations.
An illustration that appeared on the back cover of the magazine’s
May 1947 issue exemplifies the editors’ method of comparing the postwar
working class to previous generations. The illustration depicted two families on either side of a gleaming Romanesque statue labeled “chemistry.”
The family on the left represented life from a time before industrial chemistry. Shrouded in dark shadow, a man strained under the weight of a load of
firewood tied to his back, his eyes fixed on the ground below. In the background, his two children clung desperately to their frowning mother. Pointedly, none of the family members looked at any of the others in this picture.
They appeared too saddled with fear and the literally back-breaking labor
required to maintain subsistence to cultivate loving relationships with other
family members. Before industrial chemistry, drudgery and material deprivation robbed the American family of its physical and emotional energy.
The family on the right, removed by space, time, and “chemistry”
from the family on the left, enjoyed the benefits of a twentieth-century world
shaped by industrial chemistry. They basked in the beauty of a bucolic
hillside before a backdrop dominated by a working, but clean, industrial
city. The woman held a picnic basket, not quite large enough to contain
the food—undoubtedly wrapped in Du Pont cellophane—spilling from its
mouth. The man held one of his children and arched backward so his gaze
fell on the child. The two children in this picture, pointedly lacking the fear
that characterized the faces of the children on the left, looked out of the picture toward the right and a future characterized by further industrial progress. Liberated from the constant care of frightened offspring, the woman
gazed lovingly at her husband. Industrial chemistry had freed this family
from the tradition of hard labor, self-denial, and fear that had shaped the
lives of the working masses for centuries. Yet the city in the background
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and icon of industrial chemistry lording over the family reminded the midcentury reader that this family, and their material prosperity, did not exist
independent of business and industry. The picture showed an industrial
worker on his day off, and the panorama stressed the man’s integration
into a wider economic system and underscored the material support that
industry had lent to his respectable working-class manhood. Ultimately,
his cooperative relationship with corporate capital liberated him to fulfill the
crucial emotional obligations of marriage and fatherhood.9
A 1951 Better Living photo essay exemplified the method of comparing the material lives of American workers to those of other workers
around the contemporary world. The essay featured a large photograph
of a warehouse worker at the company’s Cleveland works named Steve
Czekalinski, his wife, and his two children surrounded by an enormous
bounty of food—the equivalent of a year’s supply for the average American family of four. The photograph loomed over the entire top half of the
first page and stretched across most of the top of the second page, giving
a sense of grand and overwhelming abundance. Five smaller duplicates
of the original photo were spread across the bottom of the first two pages
beneath the larger original, each with a portion of the food from the original
photo pointedly obscured. Each of the smaller photographs represented
another of the world’s nations—the United Kingdom, Belgium, West Germany, Poland, and China. The missing food represented the portion that
the average family of each of these nations could not afford, based upon
average hourly wages and prices of commodities in these countries. The
material abundance literally spread out before the American worker in this
photograph distinguished him and his family from the rest of the world’s
workers. His standard of living made him an American.10
The postwar Public Relations program worked in concert with and
helped to extend the company’s industrial relations program developed in
the 1930s. Specifically, central management continued to tolerate independent local unions, and even supported them when they were challenged
by international unions, while concurrently circumscribing their power by
refusing to recognize any alliance among these unions, and thus preventing them from bargaining collectively for Du Pont employees. The central
Service Department (later the Industrial Relations Department) developed
a systematic program to use wages and benefits to quell union organizing.
In 1947 the department undertook a nationwide study of benefit programs
and produced an extensive chart comparing Du Pont with other chemical
companies, manufacturing sectors, and national averages. A Service De-
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partment executive instructed local managers on how to use the information his department had gathered.
The outline merely gives Plant Managers facts and figures
which should enable them as occasion requires to discuss
the subject of pensions with the unions, point out to them
the comparative generous features of the Company’s Pension and Retirement Plan, and determine through such discussions the unions’ reactions. Prior to this time there has
been available no detailed information such as this, and it
seems important that it be used to the fullest advantage.11
The company adopted a policy of pointedly granting and loudly publicizing wage and benefit increases to local employees when independent
unions found themselves threatened by raiders from national unions and
before those national unions could make demands on local or corporate
management.12 As early as 1940, this strategy had paid dividends in Toledo as the president of the local Du Pont Employees Association sent a
letter to plant managers praising them for “a very generous wage increase”
and pledging to repay “the fine spirit of cooperation shown . . . by management” with “loyalty and service.”13 Evidencing the continuing success of Du
Pont’s strategy, twenty-three years later a report from the international Research Department of the International Chemical Workers Union (ICWU)
noted that the most important reason behind the union’s failure to organize
Du Pont workers was “the fact that the company’s wage and fringe policies
in many instances compare favorably with the unionized segment of the
industry.”14 Thus, from 1945 through the early 1960s Wilmington management orchestrated an industrial relations program that linked public relations with personnel management and the rhetoric of paternalism with the
material reality of high wages, generous benefits, and job security.
The Decline of the Consumer’s Democracy in Toledo
Du Pont corporate executives, public relations staff, and production
workers ran headlong into the fundamental contradictions of the consumer’s democracy in the 1960s. On the one hand the idea of the consumer’s democracy promised workers stable, high-paying jobs. On the other
hand, it promised those same workers the most affordable goods produced
through the most efficient and inexpensive methods possible, which in turn
meant a limitation of labor costs. During the 1940s and 1950s spiraling
demand for such patented products as nylon and the company’s dominant
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position over the market for many of the commodities it produced allowed
Du Pont public relations staff to ignore the contradiction. By the 1960s, as
new competitors in the chemical industry and slack demand for Du Pont
products squeezed profit margins, company management eschewed their
postwar strategy of long-term growth and embarked on a new strategy
of maintaining short term-profitability. That new strategy emphasized limiting labor costs rather than cultivating a stable internal labor market. The
company’s public relations professionals responded to that new strategy by
abandoning their campaign to speak to Du Pont’s blue-collar employees as
a “public.”
The content and tone of Better Living changed along with the company’s business strategy and its larger approach to public relations. Amid a
loss of production jobs that began in the late 1950s and spiked during the
1960s, the company became much less dependent on the good will of the
industrial workforce. In addition, the promise of material abundance for the
industrial working class rang hollow as automation and capital mobility took
their toll on Du Pont’s production workforce. By 1964 the editors offered far
fewer depictions of leisure and consumption and shifted the magazine’s focus to the need to streamline production and weed out obsolete processes in
order to maintain a strong position within an increasingly competitive chemicals market. Furthermore, by the mid-1960s, new social movements from
outside the company, such as the Civil Rights Movement and a new generation of consumer activism, emerged to pose challenges that overshadowed
the labor movement’s fading vision of social democracy. As a result, by the
mid-1960s the editors began to speak increasingly to a wider public relations
audience outside the plant, particularly to community institutions and leaders such as universities, teachers, clergy, and journalists. The magazine
highlighted what it termed the company’s “social responsibility,” discussing
efforts to combat problems like urban poverty and pollution. These more
“socially responsible” articles first clashed with, then began to eclipse, discussions of American material abundance and perpetual economic growth.
By the late 1960s, the publication division produced a disjointed and ineffective employee magazine lacking a strong message or a real target audience,
and in 1972 the company discontinued its publication.
Workers at Toledo and those in other Du Pont plants had never
posessed the ability to bargain over wages and benefits. The company
developed a pattern of bargaining—or rather a thinly disguised yet legal
refusal to bargain—that essentially rendered irrelevant independent local
unions like Toledo’s. Members of the corporate staff in the Wilmington
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office repeatedly informed Du Pont workers that they could only bargain
with local plant management, while simultaneously setting all wage, benefit, and employment policies from the central office. As a result, union
officials talked exclusively with local plant managers, while never gaining
an audience with members of the central Service and Industrial Relations
Departments who actually set policy. Tellingly, in 1964 the central Public
Relations Department issued a typewritten document, labeled “Suggested
News Release,” for local plant managers to send to “local newspapers.”
The release detailed company-wide improvements in the retirement plan,
but was worded so that the improvements it discussed would appear to
have been the result of decisions made by local management. The document even left two blank spaces in which the local plant manager could
place his or her own name and the name of the local plant respectively, so
that he or she would not need to alter the remainder of the news release.
Ultimately, this centrally administered change in corporate retirement policy
would have been spun as a local initiative for local news media by any
manager following the PR office’s suggested formula.15
While the company had maintained a position of leadership in employee compensation, few Toledo workers complained about their inability
to bargain with the Wilmington staff who really set compensation rates and
built benefit programs; however, in the 1960s, Toledo employees began
to loudly express a growing sense of frustration as they saw their symbolic importance within the company’s hierarchy and strategic vision slipping. Leaders of the Toledo Employee Association began communicating
with employees from other Du Pont plants in the mid-1960s about these
changes. In one of these communications in 1966, a worker from another
company plant noted for Toledo workers that the company had shifted from
its traditional policy of “paternalism to a ‘don’t give a damn attitude’ toward
unions and local plant employees.” The company’s new “take our answers
and like it attitude” had alienated workers in plants throughout the country.16 Toledo Employee Association president Vic Teall noted this change,
and lamented not only workers’ loss of status in the company’s vision, but
also the consequent material cost for Toledo employees. In a 1969 letter
to members of the Employee Association, Teall argued that bargaining on
a local level had “always been somewhat of a joke. But it [was] not funny.
The Company [was] the one that [was] doing the laughing.” Due to Wilmington’s changing strategic vision, management no longer sought to pacify
their workforce through high wages and benefits. “At one time we were
way ahead of everyone else and the need to bargain on these benefits was
not great. But now (as Management tells us) we are just average. Now we
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need an effective voice on these Plans . . . . Anymore all they are doing
is giving us the very least we will accept.”17 Teall argued that although Du
Pont had once lived up to its postwar commitment to provide for its workers’
material needs, management no longer met its commitment voluntarily.
Teall’s letter evidenced a new spirit of labor militancy at Du Pont
Toledo, born of the company’s broken promise to its workers. Teall, along
with Toledo production employee William C. Rosenberry, led a militant faction of employees that took control of the local Employee Association in the
late 1960s. After 1967, the union took a more confrontational stance toward local and corporate management. Local leaders first sought to forge
institutional links with employees at other Du Pont plants, and after achieving little success in that endeavor, affiliated with the International Chemical
Workers Union (ICWU)—an AFL-CIO union. Yet despite these efforts Toledo workers never established an institutional base from which they could
bargain with local or corporate managers. While Toledo’s Du Pont workers
attempted to use the language of mutual loyalty pervading the idea of the
consumer’s democracy to leverage the company, the institutional weakness that language had helped forge in the 1940s and 1950s left workers
with little recourse as the company chose to opt out of the bargain.
Toledo union members first sought to strengthen their employee association by aligning with the Federation of Independent Unions—a loose
affiliation of Du Pont independent locals from plants around the Midwest and
Northeast. Leaders from several Du Pont New Jersey and Delaware locals
first convened the Federation of Independent Unions in 1945. From that
date through the late 1960s the federation claimed from twelve to twenty-two
affiliated locals.18 Federation leaders conceived of the organization as both
a venue for disparate locals to share information and as a unified voice for
Du Pont’s independent unions. Beginning in 1947, federation leadership
repeatedly requested that company presidents allow their organization to
engage in company-wide collective bargaining over wages and benefits with
the Wilmington office. Federation members became increasingly frustrated
by the mid-1950s as the Wilmington office continually refused to comply with
written requests for a Wilmington labor summit. 19 When the Toledo Employee Association joined the federation in 1967, the organization’s leaders
still sought unsuccessfully to gain recognition as a company-wide collective
bargaining agent. Federation leadership continued to tilt at the windmill of
the corporate office’s bargaining strategy, making repeated calls to member
unions to push for “unification” of union membership throughout the Du Pont
system in order “to avoid the farce we face in bargaining.”20
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The Toledo delegation helped to transform the federation into a
more tightly unified and aggressive labor organization. In 1968 and 1969
the federation held its annual convention in Wilmington where its members
picketed company headquarters to demand that the company bargain collectively through the federation.21 In 1969 the federation pushed its affiliated locals to standardize their names. In March of that year Toledo
employees voted to change their union’s name from the Du Pont Employee
Association of Toledo to Local 16 of the Federation of Independent UnionsDu Pont System over resistance from local management. In the bitter war
of words leading up to the vote, local union leaders stated local managers
wanted “a Company dominated union” because “a dominated union cannot
be an effective representative of its Membership.” Ultimately, union leaders argued, the name change constituted a “show of unity and progress.”22
Later that year, during the federation convention, members of the Toledo
local sought to demonstrate solidarity with other Du Pont locals and to draw
attention to the company’s unfair labor practices by staging an “informational” picket outside the Toledo plant.23
In 1970 Toledo local president Vic Teall successfully ran for the office of federation president. Backed by federation delegates from Du Pont
plants in Cleveland and East Chicago, Teall and the Toledo delegation
pushed the federation to adopt a more confrontational stance toward Wilmington management. Eventually, Toledo employees became so frustrated
with the federation’s ineffective tactics that they sought to dissolve it, and
bring its membership into an international union en masse.
The exodus from the federation occurred at the organization’s annual convention in 1971. The day before the convention, Frank Ludwig
and Bill Rosenberry of the Toledo local traveled with delegates from Cleveland and East Chicago to the Du Pont corporate offices in Wilmington. The
federation delegates entered the corporate office and demanded to see
company president C. B. McCoy to discuss the company’s labor policies.
After four hours of bickering between the union men and office staff, McCoy
agreed to speak with the men as company employees, but not as union
representatives. According to Rosenberry’s report on the incident, “Toledo
duPont employees finally had a voice at Wilmington” and “by direct action,
accomplished more . . . than any Union, individually, or the Federation had
before.”24
The following day, Rosenberry took the floor at the federation convention in Atlantic City, New Jersey. He reported on his successful effort
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to gain an audience with the company’s president. Then he read a long
statement attesting to his local’s loyal service to the federation since joining in 1967 before blasting the federation for its ineffectuality and weakness. He stated that the federation had sought to achieve unity among
Du Pont employees, but never planned to capitalize on that sought-after
unity. “Federation philosophy,” he argued, “is directed at convincing DuPont that the Federation is representative of something, assuming DuPont
will then voluntarily offer more in wages and benefits.” Indeed this philosophy played into managements hands, constructing some unity, only to see
it dissipated when the company granted “minor increases” in wages and
benefits. Rosenberry concluded that “DuPont has repeatedly indicated
that they could care less about the Federation’s so-called unity. DuPont
will never willingly bargain nationally. DuPont must be forced to bargain
nationally.” Because the federation never sought to use unity as real bargaining leverage, it would never serve as a true representative of Du Pont
employees, and as a result, “Toledo is not more effective in bargaining
for DuPont employees as a result of our Federation affiliation.” Rosenberry then moved to dissolve the federation. Backed by the Cleveland
and East Chicago delegations, the measure came to a vote. Although the
vote failed, the Toledo and East Chicago delegations organized a walk-out
that included not only rank-and-file delegates from the convention floor, but
most of the federation’s executive board, including president Vic Teall of
Toledo.25 Following their protest at the convention, Toledo’s union leaders
recommended to local union members that they vote to disaffiliate from the
federation, a recommendation they followed.26
The Toledo delegates and their allies left the federation in hopes
of sparking an international union organizing drive within the Du Pont system. In fact, according to other federation delegates at the convention, the
Toledo faction had contacted international chemical unions—including the
ICWU—in advance, and representatives of those unions met with federation members following the walkout.27 The ICWU was the largest and most
powerful union of American chemical workers in 1971, and although they
had made few inroads into organizing Du Pont plants, ICWU officials saw
Du Pont as ripe for organization. In response to the Toledo employees’
overtures and the collapse of the federation, ICWU organizers created an
official program for unionizing Du Pont employees. The ICWU program
asserted that as the company turned toward a strategy of scrutinizing individual plants for profit and productivity, workers had become frustrated
with the “lack of a voice in the decision-making process, the erosion of
the relative position of DuPont plants versus others in the community, and
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the arrogance of the company concerning their Plans and Practices.” The
international circulated a four-part plan to attract Toledo employees and
other disaffected local union members into the ICWU fold. The plan called
for the absorption of independent local unions, a campaign to organize
non-union workers throughout the Du Pont system, technical assistance
for ICWU locals in the form of research, education, and public relations,
and the creation of a special Du Pont Council within the ICWU that would
allow locals within the company to share information and resources and to
develop company-wide collective bargaining mechanisms.28 In October
1971 members of Du Pont independent locals received a letter from ICWU
president Thomas Boyle announcing the organizing program. Members
of the Toledo local immediately went to work on the Du Pont Organizing
Council, and in 1972 Du Pont employees voted to become Local 901 of
the ICWU.29
Given their access to militant organized workers searching for an organizational title following their disaffiliation from the federation, the ICWU
anticipated rapid success in organizing Du Pont; however, the flood of Du
Pont employees into the ICWU never materialized. Thirty years of the
rhetoric of consumer’s democracy continued to bear fruit for Du Pont, even
after executives had begun to withdraw the actual material benefits of that
labor regime. A team of young law students studying Du Pont corporate
culture in the 1970s during the period of the ICWU’s organizing campaign
uncovered a general attitude of passive opposition to international unions
among the company’s blue-collar employees. Terming the company “Uncle Dupie,” blue-collar workers tended to “expect the company to take care
of them” and had even come to “believe the company line that there [was]
no need for a union because the company [was] so good to its workers.”30
Pro-union militancy among the company’s blue-collar employees proved
to be the exception rather than the rule. For example, in late 1971, workers at the company’s East Chicago plant voted against affiliating with the
ICWU even though their local leaders had helped orchestrate the exodus
from the federation earlier that year. Ken Tucker, the president of the East
Chicago local pushing for a more powerful union, recalled the vote against
affiliating with the ICWU and noted, “Du Pont has traditionally been a very
paternalistic company. One of the problems we faced, and other Du Pont
unions faced, was that for years Du Pont did take care of its employees.”
Tucker noted particular difficulty in convincing the many employees who
had hired in at Du Pont before 1960 of their need for union representation.
“They were there when Du Pont was the best . . . For them Du Pont can
do no wrong.” Ultimately Tucker concluded that his own desire for more
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effective union representation simply didn’t reflect the attitude of the average rank and file member of the organization he led. Their opinion of labor
relations at Du Pont could still be summed up in the question “Why do I
need a union?”31
Because Du Pont employees expressed little initial interest in the
ICWU and because the international lacked the financial resources for a
sustained, widespread organizing campaign, the union abandoned its efforts to organize Du Pont employees after only a single year. The ICWU
never claimed more than seven Du Pont locals during the 1970s. The
union’s Du Pont Council simply acted as a forum for local delegates to
share information. By the mid 1970s most of this information consisted of
complaints about the international’s reluctance and frequent outright refusal to attempt to organize more Du Pont locals. As a result, the Toledo
employees, although now affiliated with an international union, found themselves right back where they had started—in a weak, isolated, local labor
organization unable to influence a powerful and intentionally unresponsive
corporate hierarchy.32
By the 1970s employees at Du Pont Toledo could decisively conclude that “the company’s ‘concern’ and ‘appreciation’” for them—which
had once been evidenced both in its public relations language and its wage
and benefit structures—were “a dead and buried sentiment.”33 Toledo’s
Du Pont workers recognized and lamented the decline in the pecuniary
elements of the consumer’s democracy tied to this change in “attitude,”
particularly the company’s slide from the upper echelon of pay and benefit scales among industrial producers. In fact, Toledo employees steeped
their arguments about declining wages in the language and ideology of
the consumer’s democracy developed in Better Living during the postwar
period. In 1973 a self-described “Disgruntled Housewife” wrote a letter to
the manager of the Toledo plant arguing for a larger wage increase than
the one offered to her husband and his fellow employees by the manager.
Having internalized the breadwinner and family ideals central to Du Pont’s
postwar vision, she felt she had “a right of sorts” as the wife of a Du Pont
worker, to comment on the company’s wage scales. She allowed that she
had “no statistics to offer to represent [her] point of view” but mobilizing her
power and sovereignty as a consumer, she could argue from the “everyday
knowledge of a housewife who shops at the grocery store, buys clothes
for the kids, and tries to make ends meet with the weekly budget.” She
drew from a notion of citizenship defined by a standard of living to demand
more for her husband, stating flatly that offering employees the same wage
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increase “as last year, when the price of living is so much more at this time
just doesn’t seem at all fair.” Finally she lamented the passing of the idea
of perpetual material progress for the blue-collar family that constituted the
heart of “better living” and the consumer’s democracy:
I feel we are the middleman being squashed between retailer and employer. I realize everyone has a budget to live
with and I realize we’ll never have all the luxuries of life,
nor do we want that. We just want a comfortable life for
ourselves and our children, maybe moving ahead a little at
a time, at worst staying the same, but never, never moving
backwards! 34
Her complaints represented a call for the company to continue to
fulfill the postwar promise Du Pont personnel and public relations professionals had made to employees. In using the plural pronoun “we” in her
petition she spoke not as a member of a local working-class community
nor even as a member of a plant community; rather, she petitioned for her
immediate family, a family linked by a wage and by mutual loyalty to the
company and its fading vision of collective economic progress.
Conclusion
Just as Better Living placed postwar Du Pont employees within a
global historical context, the story of Du Pont’s Toledo workers told here is inextricably linked to developments stretching beyond the temporal and spatial
confines of postwar Toledo. The simultaneous downfalls of better living and
Better Living for Du Pont workers stemmed from the collapse of what Alan
Wolfe has called postwar America’s “growth coalition.” Wolfe argues that a
broad political coalition brought together both capital and social democrats
around the idea of economic growth in the immediate postwar period. Rather than squaring off in an ideological battle, these groups determined that
capitalists as well as the poor, minority, working and middle-class populace
benefited from economic growth. Economic growth would allow capital to
reap large profits, while offering the voting public benefits in the form of generous social services and material abundance.35 Better Living had served as
the voice of growth politics at Du Pont, supposedly uniting workers, management, and stockholders around a common dream of profits and abundance.
But by the 1960s, both at Du Pont and in the wider political arena, the contradictions within growth politics and the promise of a consumer’s democracy, as well as within the majority political coalition that had tolerated this
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particular version of corporate liberalism, had surfaced.36 The Civil Rights
Movement and the rising awareness of the urban crisis pointed out that the
supposedly all-encompassing nature of economic growth had failed to benefit poor, inner-city, largely African-American citizens. In addition, a new
generation of consumer activists called for “corporate responsibility.” They
noted that contrary to capital’s claim that growth offered only positive fallout
in the form of material rewards, many of the indirect consequences of corporate power and profits—such as pollution—harmed American citizens.37 In
the postwar period business public relations and Du Pont public relations in
particular had staked a claim for big business in general and the chemical
industry in particular as the only institutions that could provide the “more”
and “bigger” that constituted the “better” way of life for Americans. Therefore, when environmental groups attacked big business and the chemical
industry by drawing a correlation between greater material production and
environmental degradation, they attacked not only the industry’s waste management practices, but the viability of the cycle of ever increasing production
and consumption at the center of the company’s postwar world view.
Du Pont’s shift in strategy from long-range growth to short-term profit
also prefigured a broader transition from innovative to adaptive investment
that William Lazonick argues characterized American business practice by
the 1980s. The most common strategic model for large American business in the immediate postwar period sought gradual capital growth rooted
in product development and innovation, establishment of strong market
shares, expansion of physical plant, and cultivation of a stable labor force.
Long-term growth strategies led corporate managers to practice innovative
investment. While innovative investment requires large sums of money
to fund basic research and long developmental periods, the strategy ultimately creates value as it develops and produces new goods and services at affordable prices. Du Pont in particular could fund such projects
due to a sizable income generated by its stockholdings in General Motors
and its strong market shares in chemical products. Yet beginning in the
1960s, due to increased competition and higher production costs, large
American manufacturing enterprises, including large chemical firms like Du
Pont, became much more dependent on investment banking and individual
investors for capital. As a result, corporate accountants needed to demonstrate strong quarterly earnings to maintain shareholder equity and to
keep themselves atop brokerage “buy lists” to attract new investment. In
addition, rather than seeking to create value, investors—particularly the
increasingly powerful investment brokers—seek to extract it in the form of
regular dividends and annuities for their clients. As a result, rather than
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innovative investment, responsive corporate managers will practice adaptive investment targeted mainly at minimizing the production costs of wellestablished goods and services. In this new equation, upper management
began to think of labor less as an ally and a resource to cultivate for longterm growth in productive capacity but as an immediate cost to minimize or
even eliminate in the interest of short-term efficiency and profitability. Thus,
the causes and consequences of Du Pont’s strategic shift in the 1960s anticipated the problems and debates over downsizing and unsound accounting practices that have dominated professional and popular discussions of
American enterprise from the 1980s through the present.38
Finally, the story of Du Pont Toledo offers insight into the decline of
the American labor movement, particularly indicating why the collapse of
the postwar consumer’s democracy amid American economic stagnation of
the 1970s did not give rise to working-class militancy similar to the decline
of welfare capitalism at the dawn of the Depression. 39 Authors who discuss
prewar welfare capitalists note that they incorporated workers into a plant
culture and often provided collective venues, such as baseball and bowling
leagues, citizenship classes, and even tightly controlled plant communities,
where employees formed close associations with fellow workers and their
families. In so doing welfare capitalists helped workers to forge a collective
identity that ultimately spurred a degree of independence from and even
opposition to the original benefactor.40 Ironically, while Du Pont’s public
relations painted the consumer’s democracy in broad strokes, placing workers within a national capital/worker/consumer collective, the actual process
of the company’s postwar employee relations policies narrowed the possibilities for worker collectivity. In fact, the consumer’s democracy campaign
pointedly sought to disconnect workers from local working-class communities like Toledo’s and to link them through the cash nexus in the form of high
wages, benefits, and material prosperity to an imagined national community
of worker consumers. Despite the watchful eye of management, prewar
welfare capitalism afforded workers the opportunity to develop personal
bonds and a class identity through direct contact with one another in real
physical spaces. Du Pont’s postwar consumer’s democracy, experienced
outside the workplace in detached homes with one’s own nuclear family,
provided no such collective venue. When Du Pont and other American
companies reneged on their promises to provide the material underpinnings
for the consumer’s democracy in the 1960s, workers had no institutional
base from which to fight these changes. Indeed, the tale of Du Pont Toledo
in the 1960s, tells the story of a group of workers, belatedly, desperately and
ultimately unsuccessfully seeking to establish collective institutional power.
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